
AST2210 - Lab exercise Photometry

1 Introduction

Photometry deals with measuring the brightness of objects, often through filters
that transmit only a part of the electromagnetic spectrum. In ancient times, pho-
tometry was carried out with the naked eye as detector, later on with photographic
plates, photoelectric detectors and now most often with CCD detectors.

2 Goal

The goal of this lab is to determine the lightcurve of a quasar from a series of CCD
images taken with the StanCam instrument at the Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT)
on La Palma (see http://www.not.iac.es). IDL is used throughout as programming
language.

3 Getting the data

Astonomical images are often stored in FITS (Flexible Image Transfer System)
format. This format allows for header information to be stored in the same file as
the data with keywords giving the header information (The Hinode data archive
files are also FITS files). Go to a directory where you want to work and copy over
the files with the following unix commands (on nekkar or another astro machine):

cp ~matsc/kurs/ast2210/Rimages.tar .

tar xvf Rimages.tar

tar is the Unix archive/dearchive command (name comes from “tape archive”) and
is the common way to store many files in one. Note that the “dot” at the end of the
first command should be typed; the cp (copy) command needs two arguments: from-
directory+filename and destination-directory+filename. The dot means “current
directory” and the filename will then be the same as the from-filename.

From the last command you should get a printout on the screen with a list of
filenames (the argument xvf to tar means extract, verbose, filename.

4 Setting up the environment

It is an advantage to have access to some plotting routines from Solarsoft and
routines in the ˜matsc idl tree. This is achieved by setting up a few environment
variables the same way as for the Hinode and spectroscopy labs:

bash-3.2$ tcsh

nekkar:~> source /astro/local/config/sswidl

SSW setup will include: <gen trace mdi sumer sot eis>

Type <sswidl> to start SSW IDL

nekkar:~> sswidl
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5 Reading data into IDL

First create an array with the filenames:

IDL> files=file_search(’*.fits’)

IDL> help,files

This last command should result in the following printout:

FILES STRING = Array[20]

There are thus 20 files (CCD exposures) and the names are now in the array files.

Read one image with the readfits routine (this is not a built in routine but one
that is in ˜matsc/idl/util):

IDL> image=readfits(files[0],h)

This puts the image into the image array and the header into the h array. Look at
the header to find the time of the observation and the image scale. All images have
been dark-current subtracted and flat-fielded so they can be measured in directly.
You can find the value of a given FITS keyword with the solarsoft routine fxpar:

IDL> print,fxpar(h,’DATE-OBS’)

6 Identifying the quasar

Figure 1 shows a finderchart for the quasar SDSS115138+004946 (The quasar is the
central object in the figure). Use this finderchart to identify the quasar on the image
(note that the two images have different image scale, different signal-to-noise and
they may have different orientation and could even be mirror imaged with respect
to one another). You may have to change the contrast on the image to see the
weaker objects. If you use plot image to plot the image you can see fainter objects
by decreasing the max-value, e.g. with

IDL> plot_image,image,max=600

Note that the images have different centering so this identification has to be made
for all individual frames.

7 Measuring brightness

To measure the brightness you need to sum up the counts within a circle of sufficient
diameter to catch all light from the object but with a diameter small enough not
to include more objects than one. You also need to subtract the sky background so
this has to be measured as well. This is normally done by summing up pixels in an
annulus just outside the measuring circle, calculating the sky brightness per pixel
and subtracting that from the measurement. We will simplify the procedure here
by integrating in a square centered on the object and calculate the sky background
from integrating an identical square area close to the object. There is a faint star
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Figure 1: Finderchart for the quasar SDSS115138+004946. The quasar is the central
object in the figure
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close to the quasar and this has to be neglected (there are methods to deal with
crowded fields but doing that here would take this exercise too far).

Look through the images and zoom in the area around the quasar (by using suscripts
to the image array) and determine an appropriate size for the integration square.
Measure the flux of the quasar and at least two stars and the sky background for all
the images. Check to see that the stars have a constant flux relative to each other
(they may be variable stars). Plot the lightcurve of the quasar flux relative to one
of the standard stars.

8 Report

The lab report should contain the quasar lightcurve and a discussion of errors in
the procedure.
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